Tutoring during COVID-19, Spring Semester 2020

Starting on March 30, 2020 student tutors are assigned to specific classes. Here are the email addresses of tutors for each class.

Students seeking assistance should email the tutor and include this information in the email:
1. Which class they are seeking assistance in,
2. Whether they want a ½ hour or 1-hour appointment,
3. 3 different meeting times that work for the student.

The tutor will then select a time and email the student with a url for a Zoom meeting.

Intermediate Algebra:
Abigail.lauderbaugh@live.bemidjistate.edu
Christopher.hart@live.bemidjistate.edu

Math Reasoning:
Abigail.lauderbaugh@live.bemidjistate.edu
Kyle.huepenbecker@live.bemidjistate.edu

College Algebra:
Christopher.hart@live.bemidjistate.edu
Rachel.spray@live.bemidjistate.edu
Ramon.buzo@live.bemidjistate.edu

Precalculus:
Rachel.spray@live.bemidjistate.edu
Ramon.buzo@live.bemidjistate.edu

Calculus I:
Christopher.hart@live.bemidjistate.edu
Ramon.buzo@live.bemidjistate.edu

Calculus II:
Christopher.hart@live.bemidjistate.edu,
Kyle.huepenbecker@live.bemidjistate.edu

Environmental Math: Kyle.huepenbecker@live.bemidjistate.edu

Applied Statistics: Kyle.huepenbecker@live.bemidjistate.edu

Math for El Ed or Middle School Ed (MATH 1011, 1013, 3064, 3067)
Rachel.spray@live.bemidjistate.edu